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SBA Considers 73-74 Budget Clinical Proposal 
by Ray Bowie portation allocations for travelling the Budget Committee reported 
within Buffalo or Erie County. that activity fee waivers had also by Ray BowieUnveiled 
In the first of two meetings de­ ·Budge t requests submitted to ri sen dramatica lly, to the point 
voted to consideration of the the Committee represented hefty where almost $1000 has been Public discu ss ion s and told the assembled students that 
1973-74 SBA budget, the Board in c reases on the whole, over waived thus far this year. Despi te commi ttee meetings are currently although the Court of Appeals has 
of Directors accepted, with only amounts requested and received increased income, ·the decision underway regarding a proposl l for set a maximum of 12 credit hours 
one change, the Budget Com­ last year. Although activi ty fee in­ had to be made to cut budget re­ a new three~yea r c linical obtainable through clinical pro­
mittee 's organization funding re­ come is indeed greater this year quests, some as substantially as education sequence, · designated grams, the faculty has the lati tude 
commendatiors, together with a than last by approximately $2000 60%, to meet revenues. the Integrated Professional Prac­ within that restriction to incrF~se 
new set of budgetary guidelines due to the larger freshman class, · The Committee received· a sur­ tice Training Program and de­ the number and breadth of local 
that fix formulas for standard ex-
penditure categories. ' 
As decided by the Budget 
Committee, the new guidelines re­
flect several policy revisions in 
SBA budgeting practices, the most 
significant being a standard pro­
cedure for the channeling of all 
organization speakers through the 
Distinguished Visitors Forum, a 
set guideline for convention ex­
penditures, and limitations on of­
fice supply and telephone alloca­
tions binding on all organizations. 
For organizations attending 
conventions, the SBA policy 
would apply a formula granting 
$110 per thousand miles trans­
portation per person for a maxi­
mum of two people, together with 
an expense allocation allowing 
$50 per person attending the one 
co nvention furthest from Buffalo. 
The $65 ceiling on office sup­
plies resulted in substantial budget 
cuts to several organizations that 
had hoped to stock new offices or 
iriitiate new programs requiring in­
creased expenditures for supplies. 
The ceiling was considered by the 
contlnued on page 5 
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A : SBA Organization (Social Athlet ic Orientation) ; t3 Opinion; 
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Guild; G : Puerto Rican LS; H: Law Women; I : Moot Ct,; J : 
Int . Law Club; K: All others (5 Clubs). 
signed to coordinate clinical prac­ programs, which would be the ef­
tice with simulated experience. fect of the pioposed integrated 
Explaining the IPPTP proposal model. 
to the sparse student audiences at­ Defining clinical edlication as 
tending two recent information that involving contact with real 
forums, Prof. Norman Rosenberg, clients and work outside the tradi­
director of the present clinical tional casebook approach, Rosen­
progr~m, stated that the model berg admitted that the school had 
under discussion contemplates experienced difficul ties trying to 
the in tegration of the current of­ meet that definition, particul.arly 
ferings into a ' larger three-year with the limited Variety of current 
clinical sequence that might even­ offerings and the reluctance of 
tually see first-year students parti­ faculty to sponsor students in the 
cipating in a clerking capacity, se­ Clerkship program. 
cond-year students working in .. si­ In further explicating the new 
mul a ted law firms ," and proposal, he argued that " the tra.: 
third-y.ear students engaging in ditional program needs to be bro­
various t'Ypes of clinical practice, ken out of, replaced with a negoti­
including client contact. ation process where studen\s and 
faculty negotiate on ·hours, credit, 
Local Options work." .The affiliation with the 
Noting that current clinical of­ classroom, he continued, might be 
ferings are limited to Civil Law, replaced· by affiliation with the si­
School Law, Women's Clinic and mulated law firm in the second 
Clerkship Program, Rosenberg year, in a sequence leading to 
either live client practice or cli­
nical research in the third year. 
Under questioning from stu­Cafe in; Lockers Out dents, Rosenberg, who direc~ the 
present clinical program, stressed 
Committee to be the only equi­ Author's note - Although this and inadequate water and electri ­ "The entire problem stems the fluidity of the IPPTP, ,eveal­
table formula fa~ reducing infla­ ' was a Joint administration-student city. The baseme11t floors also ,from a lack of planning," sa id Mil ­ ing that he hopes students would 
ted requests while still providing decision, Deon Greiner pre ferred were not tiled, another Board of ler. be permitted to solicit their own 
those supplies necessary for office not to comment and Mr. Wade Health must," continued Miller. Initially, there were no plans projects, that there might be "a 
functions. Requests for office fur­ Newhouse was unavailable for The second proposed site was for food service in this building,· different formula for every pro­
niture were deleted by the Com­ comment. th e fo urth floor staff-student t he sta te believin&. that there ject," and that the sequence 
mittee inasmuch as such items can by Karen O'Connor should 'provide " lateral entry" for 
be obtained through the Universi­ In a move to provide law stu­ those who wish to participate in 
ty by SBA requisition. dents and staff wi th much needed clinical programs without fol ­
Confronted with differ ing for­ on-premises food service, the se­ lowing the simulated firm route. 
mulas. fo r telephone reimburse­ cond floor loCker rooms are to be 
ments, the Budget Committee set co nverted to a cafeteria site. Simulated Firms 
a $25 maximum long distance al­ Those having second floor metal Nonetheless, "the association 
lowance for nationally affiliated lockers have vacated them and are with the Simulated firm is the hub 
organizations and advised others awaiting new locker space in the of the model under discussion," 
that ca lls made within New York basement of O'Brian Hall. Protest he added, in that the IPPTP se­
State or to Washington D.C. were has been made over the added in­ quence would have participating 
to be channeled through the tie-­ convenience of a basement locker second-year students "joining si­
line, thereby obviating the need site, a location worsened by fl ood­ mulated law firms instead of being 
for re imbursement. The Commit­ ing conditions in the basement. assigned to classes," which firms 
lee announced that one telephone This flood ing had made the base­ would then be matcht;d aga inst 
for on-campus ca lls would be in­ ment unsuitable for food service. one an'"o ther to research and argue 
sta lled in each organizat ion office. The decision to move the lock­ various cases. Cases would be 
An •'executive campus phone ers unleashed a flurry of poster ac­ selected so as to cover various sub­
line" was allocated $510 and re­ tivity depicting the ills of the stantive areas of law and provide 
served for the use of non-national O'.Brian basement, bu t the deci­ " the sk ills training a neophyte 
organi~ations with a need to sion remains final. According to lawyer or law clerk might be ex­
make calls off-campus. SBA President, Marty Miller, "the pected to receive in a law firm." 
Budget requests for athlet ic or sec'ond floor space was the only 
social activities, the Committee suitable location for th~e much Practice Part . 
decided, would not be funded ex­ needed eating facility." Mr. Miller While the simu·lated firm part 
cept through the standing Athletic said that ihree possible sites for of the IPPTP might thus be tho 
and Social Committees of the the cafeteria were discussed. first and second year sequence of 
SBA, a formula which de~troyed The first preference was to es­ the program, the practice part, 
the hope of a new organ1zatton, tablish a rathskellar-type facility that involving client contact or re­
would be more than adequate stu­Association of Tennis Enthusiasts, in the basement. 11 Unfortunate ly , lounge area. This area also proved search, would be generally open 
to be impractical accordlhg to Mil­ dent lounge a11d eating faci lities infor an over-$ 3000 budget. the Board of Health could not ap­ "only to properly prepared third­
prove this arrangement for several· ler. "The area 'contained adequate other buildings on the Campus. In pursuance of a policy for­ year students." In this practice 
reasons," sa id Mr. Miller. "The water and electricity, but the ele­ " If the fourth floor si te had beenbidding "slush fund s., the Com­ part of the model, the student's 
mittee forced many organizations flooding in the basement was the vators were not designed to carry se lected, valuable lounge ~pace affili ation would shift from the 
to drop miscellaneous or contin­ most serious difficulty, but it was th~ heavy traffic that would result would have been lost," continued 
gency lines and ruled out trans- compounded by poor ~entilation if a cafeteria were located there. Miller. continued on page 5 continued on page 4 
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Editorial President's Corner 
Treasurer has been attempting to · tunately, or possi y ortunately,by Marty Miller Best Wishes- devefop and institute a stream- we are not permitted to operate in 
Opinion regrets to announce the resignation of 
Editor-in-Chief Kay Latona, effective October 30. In 
forsaking us for her studies, Kay is taking a step which 
confronts most third year students who have developed 
extra-curricular interests. The pressure of difficult third year 
courses, job hunting and often part-time legal jobs becomes 
overwhelming; the choice becomes to cut back on activities 
or resign oneself to a slew of D's at semester's end. Still, we 
shall miss Ms.. Latona, and wish her well in her future 
endeavors. 
Capricious Puff 
It is unfortunate that truth is a fli ckering flame, prone• 
to extinct ion by the most capricious puff. The 
administration has seen fit to make liars out of the majority 
of the third-year class in the present Law and Jurisprudence 
Bulletin, by stating on p. 40 that'candidates for positions on 
the Law Review "are selectively chosen on the basis of 
scholastic performance." 
Not only is it not true that the Law Review selec.ts 
candidates on the basis of scholastic performance, but the 
method of selection actually used, a co mpetition held by the 
Review's Editors and graded exclusively by students, has 
been artfully forgotten in the Bulletin's blurb . (The Bulletin 
fails to mention the existence of Opinion, but that's another 
editorial.) 
Third -year students must consequently explain 
nonmembership on the Law Review to prospective 
employers, not in terms of choice, but in terms of some 
intangible mediocrity measured by a dozen hours of furious 
writing in little blue books. The Editors of the Law Review 
have wisely decided to use a more equitable standard for 
their selection - perhaps the administration should stick to 
what is and forget what might be preferred . 
The President's Column is de­
signed to be informational. For 
the most part I have attempted to 
keep the scope of my column so 
limited. However, I believe it is 
necessary to bring to light a num­
ber of the inaccuracies which ap­
peared in the Editorial of the la.st 
issue (Vol. 14, Number 3). People 
err, and when they do they should 
be criticized. Criticism serves. a 
number of ends. It offers an op­
portunity to the party who errs to 
become aware of his mistakes and 
correct them. Additionally, it of­
fe rs the angered or perturbed par­
ty the occasion to vent his anger 
or frustration. 
It appears that the writer of 
the Editorial was both angry and 
frustrated. So upse t in fact, that 
the editor neglected to do the rle­
cessary investigation that is de­
manded of the responsible jour­
nali st: The editoria l displayed al­
most a complete ignorance of the 
SBA-SUB BOARD relationship. 
Last year, the SBA did ex peri ­
ence some difficulty in procuring 
supp lies from University Central 
Stores. That problem was rectified 
during the spring. Orders from 
Central Stores have been delivered 
without delay since that time, 
provided that the proper proce­
dures are followed. Fiscal irres­
ponsibility on the part of the SBA 
executives? Hardl y accura te. Our 
lined procedure for the processing that faShion. 
of REP forms. The procedure was Certainly the SBA is not 
constructed this summer and is blameless, some bills were never 
fully operational now. Checks can paid. It is not clear whose fault, if 
now be issued in about one-half anyone's. Some bills, along with 
the time it took la.st year, if the other SBA fil es were lost in the 
organization requesting the funds move to the new building. 
properl y files the forms ava ilable The Editorial leads one to be­
in the SBA office. It was impos- lieve that the Second Vice-Presi­
sible fo'r us to order our disbursing dent has not been fulfilling his ob­
agent (SUB BOARD I, INC.) to ligation to adequately represent 
issue checks to persons when re- the law school at SUB BOARD 
ceipts were not attached or when meetings. Nothing could be fur­
receipts were attached there was ther from the truth. Last spring 
no explanation available to sup- there were ·lapses in communica­
port the bill. Often organizations tlo n between SBA and SUB 
would just hand someone 9n SBA BOARD. Those problems have 
a bill and expect payment; unfor- been long since rectified. I can 
con(lnued on page 4 
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by Ray Bowie .theG~ DFLY ~ootleg Public Polic.y 
In historical retrospect, the supreme irony of the 
Nixonian era may well be that while Nixon spokesmen, 
including that presently punctured plen um of pompously 
pious platitudes, were touring the country denouncing 
"acid, amnesty, and abortion" among the "radiclibs.'' 
federal atto rneys were hard at work promoting liberalized 
drug statutes, abortion rights, assistance to military 
dissenters, and the presidential ambitions of one George S. 
McGovern. 
Indeed, perhaps the most potent force for radical 
social change in America has been that quietly welling up 
within the Administration itself, the OEO Office of Legal 
Services, an activist octopus whose tentacles have spread 
since its 1965 birth to encompass a national network of 
260 programs, over 2200 lawyers, 850 locations, and a 
budget of $71.5 million. 
· Lyndon's Baby 
When founded in 1965 under the benevdespot aegis of 
our Great Society, the OEO Legal Services program was 
relatively restricted in its functions, operating under 
prohibitions against handling criminal cases, representation 
of the 11 voluntarily poor, " and engaging in political 
advocacy. 
Since then, the restrictions have remained on paper, 
but as with so many Great Society ventures both welfarist 
and militarist, the program has greatly exceeded its 
envisioned scope, to the point where its present record 
seems better characterized as breach of the · original 
limitations than as adherence to them. 
Conceived as a mechanism to assist the indigent with 
legal problems arising from accidents, divorces, contracts, 
and the like, Legal Services has instead become a channel 
for the funneling of public monies into ideological legal 
crusades to ..restructure" vast areas of public and private 
life. In such manner, it has used the U.S. Treasury to 
bankroll bootleg public policy. 
To Restructure America 
Said Rep . Earl Landgrebe (R-lnd.), a conservative critic 
of the Legal Services operation: "There is overwhelming 
evidence. that the purpose of the program is not its alleged 
goal of serving the poor, but rather the promotion of a 
variety of leftist-socialist causes." -
Communist bogeymen have been frequent spectres of 
Ameriu's collective nightmares, but if "socialism'" here is 
to be understood as the extension of government intrusion 
into and control over the private sector, then Rep. 
Landgrebe is indeed correct- in his evaluation of the 
program's impact upon the nation. The effect of Legal 
Services activism has been to extend the over-a ll 
parameters of " public policy" so as to include within its 
coercive sway spheres which had previously been left to 
private priorities OF individua l initiative , an effect which is 
commonly perceived in retrospect as the "growth o f 
government." 
. In a system of majoritarian democracy, the ob jection 
to this effect is less that it might institute socialism on the 
sly, than that it represents the achievement of public 
policy changes through li tigation rather than majority 
consent. In a republican system, where the existence of 
"inalienable" civil liberties prohibits the intrusion of 
socialism into large areas of the private sector, the public 
policy changes effecied by Legal Services litigation are 
doubly objectionable, as they both avoid the democratic 
forum and intrude into the private sector. 
Actions Without Clients 
Writing back in the December 1971 Yale Law journal , 
Richard Blumenthal commented that " Legal Services 
atto rneys have been known to place a higher priority on 
some issues ... that are of less concern to the client 
community than to themselves .... (T)here have been 
increasing complaints about attorneys who 'exploiC clients 
to launch sweeping law reform actions when the 
individuals may be seeking much more limited solutions to 
their problems ..." The mechanics of this illustrate the 
process of bootlegging public policy. 
Being on the federal payroll and hence not subject to 
fee pressures, Legal Services attorneys have been freer than· 
private practice lawyers to devote their time and energies 
to promotion of their personal political priorities rath er 
than meeting client demand. In practice, this often means 
that the Legal Services attorney decides which clients an d 
what causes shall gain attention, a decision generally 
having more to do with the attorney's political objectives 
than with the mei'it of the client's case. 
The basic tool of these public policy litigators, the 
"sweeping law reform. actions" cited by Blumenthal, is the 
class action suit, for which the Legal Service attorneys 
have proven all too willing to sacrifice the traditional 
individual case service which aids clients on a one-to-one 
basis. According to Harry Brill , a research sociologist 
working for a San Fra11cisco Legal Services office, 11 at least 
several hundred individual clitint cases were traded off for 
each class action suit," a situation hardly envisioned by 
those who established the OEO operation to aid the 
indigent on an individual basis. 
Conservatives have long objected to ''classactions' 1 on 
public policy grounds, arguing that public policy ought to 
be determined in the public scrutiny of the legislative 
forum rather than in the closed proceedings of the 
courtroom, wher'e few citizens grasp the significance of the 
proceedings and even fewer the portentous result . Liberals, 
meanwhile, are beginni ng to suspect that the interests of 
indigent clients are being harmed by' the Legal Services 
mania for public policy objectives, often to the poi nt 
where the client is sought out and encouraged to sue just 
to dovetail with the class action objective. 
From either the liberal or conservative perspective, it 
would seem that the result of Legal Service is the same: a 
political program for poverty lawyers instead of a poverty 
program for ihe poor. 
A Vested Interest 
Back in May, Senators Brock (R-Tenn .) and Helms 
(R-N.C.) introduced an alternative legal services proposal 
which would allow existing state agencies to establish the 
legal aid program, empower the state bar association to 
administer it, and establish a voucher payment system that 
would permit indigent clients to select their own private 
attorneys. The voucher system would appear a particularly 
effective means of cracking the legal services monopoly 
and breaking the stranglehold elitist legal services attorneys 
presently exercise over the program . 
Despite the range of alternatives and the rising wave of 
cr iticism, the 1ega l establishment remains firmly 
commit.ted to the ''services monopoly' ' concept, with the 
American Bar Association defending the class action 
approach and the usual welfare-state politicans lauding the 
public policy objectives sought. The same forces, 
noticeably, are opposed to the "Judicare" or decentralized 
voucher altern·atives; simply because neither lends itself to 
litigation for public policy ends. 
During a period in which Americans are becoming 
alarmed over revelations of the extent to which special 
, interest groups are influencing nati0nal policies, ~it is 
indeed shameful to find the legal prq.fession at thb head of 
the pack tryi ng to cement this service monopoly not only 
over the poor, but over the entire field of public policy as 
well.Granted the inextricable connection of law and public 
policy, the latter is simply too important to be relegated to 
a legal elit~, particularly one that views litigation as a 
short-cut to political power. To allow such ,s to issue a 
standing invitation to Watergate. 
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It Ain 't Necessari/y-.S.Q 
by Shelley Taylor Convissar 
11 No woman can call herself free who does not own and 
control her body. No woman can call herself free until she 
can choose consciously whether she will or will not be a 
mother." . Margaret Sanger 
"The Supreme Court can nullify the la,;.,s of the states, but 
it is not within its power to nullify the laws of God." 
Bishop Edward Head, Diocese of Buffalo 
....._ 
On Jan uary 22, 1973, theSupremeCourtofthe United 
States handed down two decisions which dramatically 
changed the concept of a woman's right to terminate her 
pregnancy by legal abortion. By invalidating criminal abor· 
tion laws in Texas and Georgia, the high court may have 
change~ the law on abortion, but it definitely has not 
solved the problem. 
In a seven member majority, the Supreme Court's deci-
sion in Roe v. Wade extended the right of privacy to 
women considering abortion by stating that it 11 js broad 
enough to encompass a woman's decision whether or not 
to terminate her pregnancy." Further, the Court invali-
dated the Texas statute which "excepts from criminality 
only a life saving procedure on behalf of the mother, 
without regard to pregnancy stage and without recognitioi, 
of the other interests involved." Justice· Blackmun's 
opinion for the majority determined that such laws, which 
were prevalent throughout' the country, were violative of 
due process. . 
Combining the decisions of Roe v. Wade and its Georgia 
counterpart, Doe v. Bolton, the position of the court is 
clear: the decision to terminate a pregnancy must be a 
private one between a woman and her medical counsel; the 
decision to terminate a pregnancy during the first trimester 
·s the Gu1"ld.j~What 1 
,---------~~--~-----------------------~--, mination in which the wealthy, Who can afford to travel , 
n1usttceA mert an J 
by the Buffalo Chapter of the 8
::~\;yo;~gi~:~!;a~ D~~t~~:~tton~r:;~o;;;:ii~~sh::::~:~;:~National Lawyers Guild 
hearing before Judge John T. Curtin. The hearing and 
Recently, the Appellate Division, Fourth Department, recantation were in June, bllt Judge Curtin has still failed 
0 
~~~:n:~nsht:~,dn~:re::di:eJu;::~" 3t~~ ~=~:~n t; ;~~;~ !~n~~ ' :he~~~~~i~~si~:~:i~~d ~ha:t~~: ::i::e(~~:~ t:~~: 
' f d · 1968 h t' f th d d Sh "ff t d) as years . Martm was rame in on a P ony narco ics O e narc squa an now en ' reeIec e w 
charge. His real crime was running a people's bookstore on responsible for Martin's frameup. (The crimes of law and 
the East side. It is cruel to say that keeping an innocent order government officials are not limited to Washington 
person in jail for 30 years is just. This is Amerikan and Watergate; these crimes ·are being committed at every 
''justice.'' There have been several other recent • level.) 
The National Lawyers Guild is an association of 
lawyers, law students, legal workers and jailhouse lawyers 
which squar'ely faces the need for change in the structure 
of our political and economic system. The Guild, working 
collectively through its many projects, places its political 
and legal skills in the service of all those struggling against 
economic exploitation, racism, sexism and attacks on civil 
rights and liberties. 
The Guild history begins during the 1930's when Guild 
members fought for the rights of workers and poor people, 
and drafted, litigated, administered, and defended much of 
the more progressive New Deal Legislation. During the 
silent generation years of the 19SO's, the Guild was in the 
forefront of the · struggle against McCarthyism, scoring 
many First Amendment victorie.s. Continuing into the
•k 
developments in Martin's case and in his life. 
First, Martin is beaten by a seven man goon squad 
every time he goes to court. He is being held in Unit 14, 
the solitary confinement section of Clinton Prison, the 
worst of New York State's maximum security prisons. 
Martin is in the "box" because he has a¼ inch beard. 
Martin has been in solitary for almost all of the last five 
years. Every time a prisoner leaves his cell (the rules do not 
apply to women's prisons) in any solitary confinement 
unit in any maxim4m security person in this state, he is 
forced to submit to a rectal examination. This 
dehumanizing practice is justified by the Coirections 
Department as necessary for security reasons (the sam_e 
reason given by Nixon and his plumbers for many of their 
crimes). The only possessions Martin is allowed to have in 
his cell ire his lawbooks, so the talk about security is a 
vicious lie. 
Mart in refuses to submit to this degrading search and 
therefore each time he leaves his cell to go to court he is 
bcaten savagely by seven goons. They shot George Jackson 
and 43 at Attica, but they're beating Martin slowly to 
death. (Incidentally, if a prisoner in any of the box~s 
wants to have a family visit or a legal visit, he must su bm_1t 
t th rectal examination . For these reasons, Martm 
h~s beee~a;o~ccd to give up these luxuries). . 
M .,; 
Abortion: The Right to C_hoose 
may not be regulated in any way by State.or local actions; 
regulations imposed for the second and third trimesters of 
pregn.incy must be applied 0 in ways reasonably related to 
maternal health ; and finally, the fetus does not have legal 
rights before it is recognized by law at birth."(Emphasis 
mine.) 
. Since the pronouncement of these landmark decisions, 
many states have found their own laws in whole or in part 
unconstitutional. Courts have invalidated abortion laws in 
twenty-five states and nineteen have enacted new statutes 
conforming to the Supreme Court rufing. The battle is not 
won, however, since five states have passed resolutions 
calling for a constitutional amendment to override the 
Court's decisions and ten states, including Massachusetts, 
have passed laws which exempt physicians and hospitals 
from having to perform abortions. 
Despite the Gallup poll in 1972 showing that 64% of all 
Americans and 56% of all Catholic Americans believe that 
abortion should be a matter of choice, antiabortionists 
have doubled and redoubled their efforts to ban abortions 
·and remove that choice for women . According to the 
national chairman of the Committee of the Ten Million, 
the Catholic Church is planning to spend five to ten 
mill/on dollars a year on lobbying an~ advertising cam-
paigns against legalized abortion. Unfortunately, they have 
won several easy victories because proponents of abortion 
do not have either their financial, organizational or politi-
cal power. 
In Michigan, the referendum on abortion is a perfect 
example of this power. The question was slated for 
November, 1972 and polls early in the fall of that year 
demonstrated that a clear majority, alniost 60% of the 
population, favored a liberalized law. After the barrage of 
radio, television and lobbying efforts by the opponents of 
abortion. however, the law was defeated by nearly 60%. 
Similarly, in New York State, the state legislature passed a -
decidedly conservative abortion law after like emotional 
techniques by the antiabortionists, and only the governor's 
veto held back the furious tide and saved the present law. 
Knowing that the only effective way to override the 
Supreme Court's rulings on abortion is through Congres-
sional action, the opponents of the law have focused their 
efforts mainly on the men and women in the House and 
Senate. To date, their emotional appeal and pressure tech­
niques have been surprisingly successful. One reason for 
this is that the mail to Congress members is overwhelming­
ly anti-abortion, approximated at 100 to 1 against abor­
tion. As with most issues, those in favor of 'existing prac-
tices do little or nothing to protect their interests while 
opponents, even though a minority, make themselves 
heard. 
It was in this light that the House of Representatives 
and the Senate passed legislation exempting individuals 
and institutions from the duty to provide abortions. In the 
Senate, this took the form of a rider proposed by Frank 
Church (D-ldaho) to the Public Health Service Act and was 
approved by that body in a vote of 92 to 1. Senator 
William Fullbright (D-Arkansas) dissented, alone. T~e con­
sequences of this type of legislation should be clear; it 
effectually cripples the right to free choice provided by the 
Supreme Court if hospitals can, on the basis of their 
religious or moral beliefs, refuse to perform abortions. 
According to Bea Blair, Women's Lobby Inc., the passage 
of such provisions may be especially serious in areas where 
only one hospital provides gynecological services. Such 
laws, she said, are 0 resulting in a return to medical discri­
'60's, the Guild was the only legal group to provide 
services to the civil rights movement in the South and the 
Guild also put forward a major effort· to challenge selective 
service and military bureaucracies paving the way for the 
draft resistance and burgeoning G.I. movement. 
At present the Guild is actively fighting for prisoners' 
rights, women's rights, mental patients ' rights, and Native 
Americans' rights; helping defend the Attica Brothers and 
the Wounded Knee defendants; supporting the United 
Farm Workers; and working in the areas of labor law, 
military law and Community law schools. The Guild is also 
active in challenging the abuse of Grand Juries. 
The Buffalo Chapter is composed of about 25 legal 
people, about 1S of whom are students-at this law school. 
We share an office in Room 118.1 · • • 
L_::Se~c~o:'.'_nd~,:_t~h~e_i:p'.,':ro~s~ec~u~t~io~n~'s...'.m'.'.a~i'.'.n_:w'.'.it'.'.n:::_es'..'.s~a~ga:::i:,:ns:,:t..::::~7r•c:·'::n_.:.:ru::e::..::m:..:.:.;.:;ar-'t1ccnc:s.,;,;;,av;.;o;,;,r.;;a;,;,n;;.;;.ov;.;e;,;,r;.;u;,;,rn""";,;,"..cc"'on"-v-'-1c=10"-n"-. ---' 
Third, when Martin was being brought to federal court 
in June, he was beaten.into si.Jbinitting to the rectal search. 
As a response to this brutal beating, Martin filed a federal 
civil rights action against his attac~ers. This is not Martin's 
first law suit. (See, e.g. Pierce, SoSfre, Samarlon v. 
Lavallee, 293 F, 2d 233 (1961 ); Sostre vs. McGinnis, 442 
F,2d 178 (197l);Sostre vs. Otis, 33oF. Supp. 941 (l 97l); 
and _Sostre v. Rockefeller, 312 F. _Supp. 863 (_1970). 
Martin has been too successful wit~ th~e suits, so 
successful that the _state has charged him with a class ~ 
felony assault on his seven attackers as a response to his 
~resent civil ri~ts ~uit. 1!convicted of th i~, it v.:ould mean 
life .fo~ Martm since it w~uld be . his third felony 
conv1ct1on. Catch _22: every time Martm goes to court to 
answer these obviously trumped up assault charges, he 
again get~ b_eaten i~to submi_ttin_g to t_he rectal_ search. 
So this 1s Amenkan Justice in action : An innocent man 
is held in solitary confinement only to be let out to be 
beaten anti taken to court to have his rights further 
ignored and trampled on. , . . 
. What can you d~ to help M~rt_m? Two things: ~"st• 
write lo Peter Pre1ser, Comm1ss1oner of Cor~ect1ons, 
Alba~y, New York and .de~and an end to ~~e mhuman 
practice of rectal examina\1ons. Second, Write to Judge 
John_T. Cur_ti,n, Feder.al Building, B~ffalo, _an_d ask that he 
I M f d t h t 
get safe medical care, and the poor are forced to seek 
dangerous alternatives." · 
Even more potentially harmful to the pro-abortion 
stance is the emergence· of· constitutional amendments._ 
which are literally flooding the Congress. These proposed 
constitutional amendments have been distinguished into 
three categories: 
The Whitehurst Amendment, proposed by Rep. G. William 
Whitehurst (R-Va.) recommends that the question of abor­
tion should be decided by the states alone. Although 
seemingly the most mild challenge to the present law, this 
proposal , it is feared, could act as an easy cop-out for 
congress members who want to avoid the wrath of either 
side of the controversy. 
The Buckley Amendment, proposed by Sen. James 
Buckley (C-N.Y. ) would allow abortions to save the life of 
the woman, but would restrict the protection of the fetus 
only that far. This equal protection notion would apply 
"to all human beings, · including . .. unborn offspring at 
every stage of their biological development, irrespective of 
age, health, function, ·or condition of dependency" ac-
cording to the wording of the bill. 
r:~M~r~;c1e:~;d::n~~~:~~~eda!~i~:p~ol:i::r~~~~~:.~~ 
of legalized abortion. Submitted only eight days after the 
Supreme Court decisions Were handed ·down, this bill 
would declare the fet1,.1s a person from the moment of 
confe~tion, th;;ebr,,.jeoja~:izing the r~ght dt~\.abort;~.n 
even o save e e o e woman. n a , ,on, ,sproposal would establish the unprecedented notion that 
the embryo has equal rights. 
Representative Hogan is now actively enforcing a dis-
charge petition which would take his proposed amendment 
out of the House Judiciary Committee and put it directly 
onto the floor of the House without any further review. 
The congressman needs only 218 signatures from his col-
leagues to do so, and reports are that he is moving close to 
that goal, Once on the floor of that body, the proponents 
fear that the test tube wielding opponents of abortion will 
win over the required two-thirds of both houses to succeed 
in the first step towards invalidating the Supreme Court's 
progressive rulings. 
The argu ments about abortion are in stalemate. The 
opponents of legalized abortion defend the sanctity of life 
while the proponents see as more important the quality of 
that life. Neither argument is particularly constructive and 
neither is sufficient to answer the complex and 
ever-changing concerns surrounding the subject. Rather 
than a rehashed debate on the theories involved, therefore , 
a more p"rdductive view might be attained from an inves-
tigation into the facts of the issue. 
According to Dr. Alan F. Guttmacher, approximately 
one-third of all pregnancies end in termination by abor-
tion. Before the Supreme Court's decisions legalizing abor• 
tion, at least five hundred thousand women · died from 
illegal abortions. Dying at a rate of approximately ten 
thousand .it_y.ear, women either went to abOrtionists of-
questionable authori ty or tried to self-abort by the use of 
such unsanitary and dangerous instruments as knitting
continued on page 4 
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President's Corner 
continu«J from~ 2 
proudly report that Mr. Mcleod 
has been faithfully Qrrying out 
his responsibilities and has atten­
ded every SUB IIOARO executive 
and board meeting since Septem­
ber. I might also add that in addi­
tion to \.1r. Mcleod, the President 
had also attended every meeting. 
With regard to representation on 
ot he r uni-.·enity-wide organin­
tions I am proud to report that 
our representatives to NOftoo 
House Coone.ii and Uni, crsit} r\s­
~mbly have t,e,,n fulfilling their 
ool~tions-
Hopefulh it ,. ill n.,t be ""'-"'· 
s.:it) to JgJ.in ~i. tht- in.K::un-
cies J.ppe - rion. 
I e'I"'<• that . nm, - · -· .md 
criri-:~ _-- -.mtwo ~.1rdiit-d 
insr-eJd • being ,. tut ippe.ired to 
~ J.n m10tioru:.I outbwst of the 
~ itor 0 SPffi.. 
I ,m pte=J m ropocl th>t 1he 
n egoti.itiom be~ the Lrw 
school, FS.\. rrujnteruce, and the 
rest of ~ po-. ~ lh.1t be ha-.--e 
been concluded . Pr imar ily 
through the efforts of Professor 
Wade ewhouse and Associate 
Pro-.ost \ dliam Greiner, the John 
Lord O'Brian Hall will soon be the 
site of the Amherst Campus' new­
est food service facili t . The facili­
t\ is to be installed on the second 
noor and will occupy floor space 
adjacent to the two large windows 
a.s well as the space currently be· 
ing utilized as locker rooms. The 
food service line which will be in­
stalled in the locker room opp~ 
site the elevator core will serve 
hot and cold food prepared in 
other food service facilities and 
brought to the law school. The 
other locker room will serve as ad­
dit ional seati ng. Those of ~•a u fa. 
miliar with the master bu il d ing 
plan will recall that in an anempt 
to alle\·iate the acute student 
lounge space shortage at O 'Brian 
Hall the two locker rooms were 
or iginal!} planned to serve as 
lounges. UnfortunJ.tely, construe• 
tfon del.1. necessit1ted the inst1l­
lation of the locken in those areas 
at the l~t minute because- of the 
generaJ cluner in the basement. 
Those rooms ~ ill now be utilized 
as aux ilian lounge spKe .and also 
set'\ e as additional seating area for 
a afe.teria that is slued to be de-­
, el09'd Ii e a side"'~k Qfe. In all 
it is a welcome improvement to 
O'Brian Hall. 
Many students have been 1ro1.r 
bled by the early closing of the 
library and the building. The libra­
ry is tlttempting to find the neces• 
sary funds to remain open later in 
the e\-ening. At the present m~ 
ment budgetary constraints force 
the early closing. As for the build­
ing, there are possibil ities that 
there rn.1y be arrangements for 
making IOOfflS a,-ailable for late 
studi~ but thll all hinges upon 
ck't-eloping a plan to make the 
building .l1'ld its occupants secure 
in person JJld proper[) during the 
la te e't~ning hour;. Man of you 
.ire J,.""2.ri! of the theft of the mi• 
CTO'ftl.\'e' O\'ffl from the four th 
floor. O¥i at mher;t, without 
the w,tchfu l eyes of Art, John 
and the rest of the Eagle Street 
staff, we are not as comforta ble 
.ind secure in our new home. 
One plan which has been intr~ 
duced for d iscussion is the instal• 
lalion of 22 closed circui t televi• 
sion cam e ras with monitors . 
Those cameras would be placed in 
each hallway to give Campus Se· 
cur ity an unobst ructed view of 
each haJI. Cameras would not be 
placed in classrooms, nor would 
they operate duriAg the day. Per· 
sons moni toring the tcreens would 
be able to respond to any emer· 
gency situation almosl immedia te­
I ' once it is discm·ered . Otherwise 
the in jur or potent ial danger to 
person or propert} might go un­
detected causing unnecessary an­
gu ish. Th is proposal was recom­
mended to the faculty by the 
Budge t and Program Review Com­
millee {S/ F Committee) unani­
mously. The committee expressed 
serious reservations as to po tential 
misuse and therefore suggested its 
adoption sub ject lO certain reser­
va tions. The} recommended that 
the S\ stems be used onl from 
earl} evening hour; unt il classes 
the ne>.t morning onl ; add ition­
atl , the} recommended that un­
der no circumstmees should the 
system be equipped with a video 
tlpe recorder. Your opinion is so-, 
licited. Kindly present your opin­
ion/vie~ to the SBA office on no 
more than three ty ped pages no 
1.ner than the Friday prior to 
Thank.sgiving_ 
Clinical Proposal Unveiled from page I 
simu1ated la-. firm to the la,. 
school d inic , ,10 operation ._t, ich 
might inc:ocpor.ltr- the three cur­
rent clinics a.nd merge them v-·ith­
in a single office. 
The present clertship program 
v-ould ilso be continued, with sru• 
denu interested in independent 
clinial experiences or resurch in­
vited to submit prop0Q.ls to a 
Cle.tringhouse Committee ,.hich 
would match swdent proposals 
wi\fl p lacemenr opportunities .and 
faculty supervisors. 
Rosenberg proposes th•• six 
credics could be .iwarded fOf suc­
cessful completion of the simula­
tion part of the program and 
anolher six for che practice pan. 
In addition, he .isserts that .. the 
program should afford an oppor­
tunity to experiment with .an in· 
nova1ive i ncentive system," ' 
invoh'lng the replacement of 
grades with a •·mastery p rincipal" 
in which the srudents would be 
required to repeat the perfor­
mance until adequate. Honors 
might include the right [O name 
the simulated firms after honor 
students.. 
Genesis and Pbming 
The IPPTI' proposal, according 
m R~ is the result of in­
put from se"'twa.l quarters. In re­
cent \'eats, man · members of the 
faculty , including Professors 
J.,,,.. B. Atleson, Milwn K>1>lan, 
Associate Professor Lee E. T eitle­
baum, and Messrs. Stephen M. 
Marx, Norman S. Rosenberg. and 
Paul I. Birzon, ha,re requested that 
the feasibility of a clinic.al pro­
gram in Buff.tlo be r~ched. 
Their suggestions were 1aken to 
lhe Audemic PoliC)' .and Program 
Committee (APPC), where Pro­
ost Schwanz expressed h is sup­
port of such a program, 5"ould 
one be den,loped and found 
worlable. In the summer -fall of 
1972, Provost Schwanz and Prof. 
Kaplan taught a seminar ent itled 
" Perspecth·es on Law in Action, .. 
after whic:h the two circulated a 
SBA Budget 
continued from page f 
prise . however, when Treasurer 
Hugh Scott announced that a sur­
plus of S20,845 had been disco­
vered remaining from two previ­
ous SBA budgets, a discovery 
which permi tted some greater ge• 
ne.rosity this year. The Commit­
re e's reco mmended budget 
exceeded . this year's income and 
dipped into the surplus by about 
S2 t00, despite President Marty 
Miller 's warn ing that the surplus 
be held intact ro provide security 
against a $6,(X)()..plus vending 
claim SBA is expecting as a result 
of a discrepancy while at Eagle 
Street. Money remaining in the 
. capital reserve after the claim and 
other bills are paid will be put in a 
contingency fund for the year. 
As reported to the SBA, the 
budget amounted to $22,132, re­
pre~ nting a deficit of $2,132 
with anticipated revenue from fee 
collections estimated at $20,000. 
Voting upon each organization 
budget individually, the SBA Di­
rectors approved, with li ttle d is· 
se nt ion, budgets for Opinion, 
(S4,207.); Distinguished Visi tors 
For um (S2500) ; Moot Court 
(s625), Law Women (S7 10); and 
En viro nmenta l Law Society 
(S4 75). 
The budget for SBA opera tions 
and committees, includ ing for the 
firs t time an allocation to Sub 
Board I for services provided law 
students , ran into some opposi• 
t ion from seve ral Directors who 
felt that the s 1500 executive line 
was a " slush fu nd " for the SBA 
President. Despite the opposition, 
the entire S87 10 budget was 
passed intac t, including the $500 
law student ath letic teams needed 
to qualif ' for intramural competi­
tion. 
The BALSA (Black American 
La" Student .-\ssociation) budget , 
fo r "'h ic h the Budget Comminee 
had recommended St 130, caused 
considerable controversy when 
st't-eral Directors mo,·ed to rein­
sta.te lines de leted for a textbook 
library and M inori t\ LaW Sympo• 
sium. A successful amendment re• 
stored the S600 requested for the 
Symposium, a program designed 
to inform minority students of 
p roblems and promises facing 
them upon graduation, on the 
contingency that BALSA first 
make an effon to have the Place­
ment Office support the Sympo. 
sium's functions. As approved by 
the Directors, BALSA received a 
toQI budget of S l 730. 
Having voted upon 50% of the 
organization budgets submitted, 
SBA reserved the other half for 
action at the following week's 
meetjng. 
summary of the seminar coupled 
with a simulation proposal . Seeing 
in the Faculty and seminar pro­
pos.als the germ of a new clinical 
program, the Provost requested 
that interested faculty draft such 
a program, out of which effort the 
IPPTP resulted. 
Thus far , reports Rosenberg. 
the proposal has met with ' 'gener­
aJI favorable response" from the 
fac ult , the support of the Pro­
vost, bul little student interest, a 
development attributed to lack of 
ad'tert isemenL The ca.demic 
Polic, and Program Committee, 
presently re't'iewing the propoS.11 
in the light of facult and s1udcnt 
reaction, earlier gave the IPPTP a 
preliminary endorsement so that 
the school might appl for a 
Snell Addresses 
Environmentalists 
On Thursday, November 8, 
Fred Snell spoke before the Envi­
ronmental Law Society on prob­
lems of energy consumption. Snell 
holds a PhD. in biophysics. Co­
ming on the heels of President Ni- · 
xon's address on the energy crisis, 
his remarks were particularly ap- . 
propriate. Snell, who is currently 
researching the long-range impli ca­
tions of unabated energy con­
sumption, gave the audience a ba­
sic course on energy consumption . 
Snell told members of the ELS 
and other interested students how 
much solar energy reaches the 
earth each day - two calories per 
minute per square cen timeter at 
the top of the atmosphere; the 
amount of energy currently stored 
in fossil fuels - Coal: 4.8 x 10 22 
calories; Oil : 4.2 x 101 1 cal; and 
Gas: 4.0 x cal. These fue l 102 1 
reserves took 600,000,000 years 
to accumulate , and weren't used 
by man un til 5,000 years ago. It is 
estimated that at current rates of 
consumption these reserves will be 
exhausted very soon : natural gas 
within 15 years, oil in 40 years, 
and coal - the "dirtiest " fuel to 
use - in about 200 years. 
Snell recounted his research in 
the area of energy consumpt ion 
and conserva tion. He is try ing to 
fo rmulate a model from which he 
can predict the long•term effects 
on the earth from increased ener• 
gy consumption. There .is now a 
real possib ili ty that man will be 
able to harness the energy ,from 
the fur,ion of atoms within 30 
years. Fusion is the type of ato­
mi c reaction typified by the 
hydrogen bomb, and should be 
differentiated from a fission reac• 
lion, wh ich is the basis for current 
"atomic" power sources. When a 
fusion reactor is developed, man 
may have a limitless source of 
energy. 
What worries Dr. Snell is the 
effect this increase in energy pro• 
d uction and concomitant con­
sumption will have on the planet. 
As more energy is used the earth's 
temperature will rise. Snell estima• 
ted that a one degree ri se in tern• 
perature world-wide would cause 
the polar ice caps to melt, thus 
flooding our coastal lands. He 
thinks that once there is a limit­
less source of energy it will be im­
possible to stem consumption. 
The only way to avo id this prob­
lem, Snell said , is to learn now to 
reduce energy consumpt ion. 
Energy Crisis 
by ~ ichard Tobe 
En, ironmentalists have long 
mainta ined that cleaning up the 
environment is going to be very 
costl . To say that the dollar cost 
will be large is an understatement. 
We canno t have both guns and 
butter; we simply are no t rich 
enough to have wood-panelled 
homes and virgin forests, large 
cars and clean air, abundant elec­
trici ty and rolling hills free from 
the ravages of strip mining. 
Either our environment or our 
standard of living must suffer . 
In requesting that the Clean 
Air Act be suspended, President 
Nixon has indicated what he 
thinks is expendable. I hope most 
Americans will show their true 
concern for the environment by 
sacrificing to some extent our 
high standard of living in an effort 
to conserve energy. 
The use of car pools, lower 
speed limits, and colder buildings 
funding grant from the Council on 
Legal Education and Professional 
Responsibility {CLEPR) . . 
Funding, ~=nberg explained , 
is a major concern, as the full im• 
plemenQtion of the IPPTP would 
require perhaps two 11 clinical fel ­
lows," two full -time secre taries to 
handle the paper flow , and FTE 
reorientation for facult particip­
ation. 
As the IPPTP remains in com­
mittee, its outlines remain tenta­
tive, and changes might et" be 
made in the propo JI dS f.tcult -
nudcnt input ont inucs. The for­
mula tors o f the proposal empha­
size th,11 1hc in1 cgr.11ed modl'I i 
only one ,unong !tevcr,11 bl!ing dis­
cusscd. 
will mitigate the overuse of ener­
gy; however, it is foolish to be­
lieve that next summer we can all 
drive at sixty.five again. One does­
n' t plan for energy shortages by 
saying that we' ll ration when we 
have to , yet the President has de• 
veloped no long•range programs 
for conserving our energy sources, 
nor for requiring the development 
and implementation of environ­
mental quali ty control equipment. 
Rather than suspending the.Clean 
Air Act, the President could have 
urged industry to install state-of• 
the•art machinery to enable them 
to safely bum soft coal and other 
" dirty" fuels. Instead he procrasti­
nated, and now we must pay the 
price - not in colder homes and 
less mobility , but in dirty air and 
the abrog·ation of our duty as 
living beings to improve, not de­
grade, the world in which we live. 
The air, land, and water will 
only be protected when we are 
willing to pay the price. 
Abortion, from page 3 
needles, coat hangers and toxic 
bleathes or cleaning fluids. Fur· 
ther out of every I00,000 abor­
tions done legally only three wo­
men die; yet out of the same num• 
ber of illegal abortions, the >1>­
proximated mortality rate is one 
hundred. Additionally, each year 
there are 80,000 to 160,000 de­
formed children born in the Uni· 
ted States as well as at lea.st 800 
rape-induced pregnancies ijnually. 
Given lhese facts, and recogni­
zing that criminal Jbortion laws 
neither c:le ter pregnancies nor the 
despcrace anempts to . terminate 
them, is it not clear that reinst.a· 
ting restrict ive abortion laws will 
onl serve to funher death rates 
of women •swell as their unborn ? 
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Cafe in; Lockers Out LSD Reps Vote
continued from page I 
The elevators, too, are a result dow and the areas to be part of 
of poor planning. The architects the walkway will all contain ta­ Nixon Investigation
at first envisioned the centraliza­ bles, thus more than doubling pre­
tion of school services on floors sent student lounge space," said SBA delegates to the 2nd such an incident recently lobbying effor ttothat end. 
one through three. The book stor~ Miller. Mr, Miller admitted that Circuit conference of the ABA occurred. - LSD is pushing for law ' 
was an afterthought, so it had to . the decision has met with mixed Law Student Division voted with Prior to the resolutions session, student involvement in state bar 
be placed on the seventh floor, student reaction. The basic com­ other law schools throughout New · LSD President Howard Kane of associations. 
substantially increasing elevator plaint has been tha t freshmen are York and Connecticut to put the Brooklyn Law School addressed - Federal funds for clinical 
traffic . "The elevator simply the ones who will suffer by having 2nd Circuit on record with a the body and made several education program s at law 
couldn't carry the additional traf• basement lockers. number of policy resolutions, an nouncements regarding LSD schools, authorized under Title 11 
fie that a fourth floor cafeteria Mr. Miller noted that many up­ including one petitioning the activities : of the Higher Education Act, have 
would create." perclasspersons also have metal House Judiciary Committee to 
- The LSD will undertake suits been impounded, but the Law 
Despite some inconvenience, lockers since only four hundred pur s ue a n impeachment against law firms which fail to Enforc eme nt Assistance 
the second floor is rea lly the most wooden lockers were installed, al ­ investigation of charges laid meet fair hiring standards, with an Administration (LEAA) will fund 
suitable space for the food service though one thousand had been against President Nixon. eye toward preventing guilty firms clinical programs with application 
facility, Miller said. The space has the recommended figure. Representing the student body from interviewing. · from law deans. · 
the necessary water, electricity To alleviate some of the incon­ at the 2nd Circuit conference held - The LSD is trying to - The LSD National Board 
and ventilation to ~tisfy Health venience for those having base­ October 27 at St. John 's convince bar examiners that . favors impeac hment of the 
Department standards. ment lockers, the elevators will University were Chris Greene, conviction for simple possession President, has · called upon the 
The room directly opposite the make basement stops and Mr. Mil SBA 1st Vice-President, and Ray of drugs should not be a ABA to demand resignation or -­
elevators will be used for the food ler is .attempting to bring the lar­ Bowie, SBA Director representing prohibition to bar admission. impeachm ent, and wants to 
service lines. Prepared food will be ger, coat-size lock~rs from the old President Marty Miller. The 2nd - LSD wants to expand the sponsor impeachment meetings at 
brought in from off campus with Eagle Street Building and have Circliit is o ne of twelve 3rd year practice rule in New law schoo ls throughout the 
both hot and cold foods being them installed in the basement. geographical divisions of the ABA York State and may conduct a nation. 
se rved . Hours will be subject to Also, lockers will be placed three Law Student Division,• and the 
student demand . to four inches above the floor to October conference was an annual 
"The other locker room, the protect them from basement a ffair designed to bring law 
carpeted alcove space by the win- flooding. student leaders together to discuss Fisher: Gov 't.,
common problems and exchange 
ideas. Resolutions passed ~y the 
2nd Circuit confe rence are Law & Manpower .Announcement forwarded to the LSD national 
meetings and thence to theATTENTION: The Distinguished Visitors Forum will sponsor a seri eS American Bar Association if
of lectures on Mental Health and the Law, on November 29th, and 
necessary ,
· December 6th and I.3th. Speakers will include Or. Thomas Szasz, noted The impeaChment inves tigation psychiatrist. Alumni and interested lawyers as well as the school 
resolution, the most controversialpop ulation are cordiall y invited . 
of the conference, was introduced 
by Barr Potter, Columbia LaW 
School delegate, who explained 
th at Co lumbi a wan ted th e 
assembly's formal support for a 
lobbying effort undertaken in 
Washington by his school and a 
Moot Court Loses 
· 1st Competition of innumb e r others th e 
Northeast. 
Buffalo's entry in the National Boston College team, which team . The re so lut io n , whose 
Moot Court Competition failed will now participate in the No- "whereas" clauses alleged that the 
again this year to get past the vember 26 New York City com- President's ac tions with regard to 
opening round argumentf, losing a petition to determine the national Watergate "have weakened the 
close decision to a team from Suf­ winner. Other schools participa- faith of the American public" and 
folk Law School which later ting in the Region I competition " may co nstitute impeachable 
reached the final round. were New England , University of o ffe ns es, " met with stormy 
In the Region I competition Maine, University of Connecticut, opposition from some St. John's 
held November 2 and 3 at Yale Albany, Syracuse, Cornell , and students who felt that the LSD 
Law School1 Tom Mullaney, Tim Yale. delegates were not representative 
Toohey, and Tom Quinn represen­ The regional rounds were the of their constituents and that they 
ted Buffalo in arguing the assigned first intersCholaslic competition were exceeding their authority by 
mooted problem involving ques­ of the year for Buffalo's Moot taki ng a political stance. 
tions of housing rights and muni­ Court Board, who,e future plans Buffalo delegates Greene and 
cipal zoning for ecological rea­ call for the entering Of teams in Bowie based their support of the 
sons. With a brief written by Peter the upcoming Jessup, Niagara, and Columbia resolution on "student by Gary Muldoon sent time, he asserted, five million 
Jasen, Mullaney and Toohey pre­ Was hington's new patent and sentiment as indicated by the SBA people work at jobs that are be­
sented their ,arguments before a trademark competitions. The p et iti o n demanding an Frank Fisher, Director of Ca­ low the quality, these workers 
panel of judges drawn from the Board, chaired by Lance Mark, al- impeac hment investig ation/' re er Services and Off-Campus could have expected five years 
Junior Bar Association of Connec­ so hopes to 'generate interest in a citi ng a petition circulated by the Learning at Harvard University, ago, with the same credentials. 
ticut in the opening round which Buffalo-sponsored tax competi- SBA a[ter Cox\ dismissal and re­ spoke at the law school on No­ This situation is unique in history, 
vember 8 on the subject of man­ Fisher said; "no other society has ..tion tentatively scheduled for ar- turned with almost 200 signatures 
Suffolk finally bowed to the gument in March. in a few days. 
resulted in Suffcilk's victory. 
power, government, and the rela­ ever been there before." 
The Buffalo delegates also tion of law school to these areas. The change in the job market 
not ed th a t the Columbia He began his talk with some eye­ for graduate\ is surprising, and 
reso lut ion requested a House brow-raising statistics on the labor partially due to the change of go­National BarExaminer market for educated manpower in vernmental policy in the 1970's -impeachment investigation rather 
Is your life lacking the glamour ing the various states for individu: than outright impeachment, a the United States, figures which from the policy of the 60's. The 
and excitement that you deserve? al students, and then place the in­ do not augur well for the college biggest demands for educatedstrOnger step which they would 
Do you find yourself longing for formation on open file in the SBA educated in the 1970's. manpower then were, in order of 
palm trees, the mountains, the Pa­ Office. it 0 was equivalent to indicting the 
not have supported in as much as 
In this decade, he sa id, as many importance, for teaching the baby 
cifi'c, or Mexican food? Then cer­ This information is of benefit President without adequate prima college graduates will enter the la­ boom kids, space and technologi-
tainly New York State is not the facie evidence." Investigat ion fornot only to third year students, bor market as there were college cal development due to Sputnik, • 
Place for you to practice law. If but also to first and second year the purpos es of possib le graduates working in 1970. Of the the Vietnam War, and the Ken­
you have been considering taking students. For example, ·students impeachment was, they said, more 40 million entrants into the mar­ nedy-J ohnson social programs. 
an out-of-state bar exam, then let interested in taking the California con~istent with due process. ket, 10 million will have degrees, All of these programs have 
our Student Bar Ass'n Secretary, Bar Exa~m must register within After passing the impeachment in contrast with the 1970 labor gone 0 pooosh," sa id Fisher, and 
Buffy Burke, help you get the in­ their first three months of law inves tigation after heated debate, market where only one out of in addition, greater numbers of 
formation that you need in order school , or else be sub jected to a the 2nd Circuit conference eight workers were graduates. The women are entering the labor 
to be prepared . late filing fee. Of interest also is accepted another resolution, type of jobs these educated wor­ force. This surplus of educated 
The Notional Bar Examiner, a that there is no US citizenship re· pr oposed by New York Law kers will have fall into three areas: talent could be used for solving 
magazi ne which lists all state bar quirement or residency require­ School, which put the Circuit in one-third will replace other gradu­ the nation's unsolved social prob­
requirements, is ava ilable in the ment in California which partici­ o ppo s iti on to the use of ates at their jobs, one-third wil l lems, said Fisher, except for one 
SBA Office, "the Placement Office, pates in the Multi -State Bar Exam. undercover pol ice agents "posing take on jobs created by expansion ob.stacle, 0 the attitude th at Nix­
and the Library. It is free to all If you wiSh to take advantage as students to encoura~ campus f the ecor'lomy and greater tech- on's been play ing on - the ' let 's­
UB law students. However, all in­ of this SBA service, contac t Buffy drug sa les and thereby en trap 1ology, and one-third will take on have-a-lowcr-tax' att itude." 
forma tion in the magaz ine is not Burke, who is also CaHfornia 's student violators," a reference to jobs at which co llege graduates 
complete. If requested, Ms. Burke (Bay •Arca Review) Representa­ the University of Texas where id not work before. At the pre- . cominued on page 8 
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An Intetview With: 
The Reasonable Man 
by Bill Ernsthalt 
In the interest of bringing its 
readers better and more sensatio­
nal news in American Jurispru­
dence (no mean feat), the Opinion 
has scooped all other pape rs in 
br inging you, the reader, an exclu­
sive interview with the world­
famous Reasonable Man. 
Rumors of the death of the 
Reasonable Man were greatly exa­
ggerated, and after a careful 
search he was found hiding in the 
dark recesses of the Amazon jun­
gle, seeking sanctuary from the 
- cruel and unusual punishment ex­
acted by American justice. From 
somewhere on the Amazon: 
The Reasonable Man slumps in 
his chair, his body weary and his 
eyes bloodshot. The Reasonable 
Man is tired. 
Opinion: Sir, when were you first 
drafted into service by Amer/con 
jurisprudence? 
Reasonable Man: It really all be• 
gan when that man was beating 
those dogs . . . was it Brown and 
Kendall . There have been so man y 
. . . (Sighing) I remember the 
sweeter days of Weaver and Ward, 
absolute liability. But then it all · 
got ugly, especially torts ... Oh, 
the pain and suffering I saw, the 
angu ish. People getting crushed, 
shot, poked, bashed, frightened, 
and after watching all this they 
came to me, ME! "What would 
you have done," they asked, the 
same question over and over a­
gain. As if I knew any more than 
they did! (Reasonable Man was 
sobbing) 
0: Sir, what wus nn '! of your 
worst coses? 
R.M. : As I have said, torts were 
pretty gory, but then they had to 
drag me into contracts, and I had 
to sit through that monstrosity of 
a case, Hawkins v. McGee. Espe· 
cially when Hawkins went, to testi -
fy ... that hand all hairy ... he 
had n't shaved that morning ... I 
wouldn't let a doctor touch me 
for a week afte r that. 
0 
0: Yes, sir, it must hove been hoF 
rible. When did you first notice 
that the workload was getting hea­
vy? 
R.M.: I suppose that it was when I 
had to sit in on the criminal 
courts in the bi~ cities. 
0: Yes, we hove noticed your ab­
sence in cities like New York and 
Los Angeles. 
R.M.: You haven't seen me, and 
you won't see me. You think any 
Reasonable Man · would live in 
New York? Reason~ble Men get 
stepped on every day in New 
York City. You see that guy a· 
cross the river? 
0: The fellow over tt,ere tending 
thegorden? 
R.M .: Yes, that 's the one. That 's 
Enlightenment Man. He and I and 
Renaissance Man, he lives down 
the River, were talking about the 
Real world just the other day and 
we all agreed that they don't real­
ly need us back there. 
0 : Sir, I om suh that Is not true. 
More than ever now we need your 
services. 
R.M.: No, not me any more. If I 
went bac k, you know what they 
would make me do? Watch porno 
flicks all day, that 's what! Over 
and over. You think that's a life? 
That's why Earl Warren quit. Who 
wants to get up in the morning 
knowing that Cool Leather and 
Hot Flesh is waitirig for you at the 
office. I 'II take the tse-tse flies and 
pirhanas. 
0: What do you see as the future 
ofAmer/cQn Jurisprudence? 
R.M. : Not much, unless Nixon re­
signs. Talk about un-Reasonable 
Men. 
: Well, sir, let me invite you to 
O'Brion Holl when you ore up in 
Buffalo. That is the new home of 
the Buffalo Law School. 
R.M.: Yes, I read about that. Was­
n't it constructed by the same 
people who built the Treasury 
Building? Lot of talent there . .. 
But I think that I'II take a rain 
check. I think that the time for 
Reasonable Men in America has 
passed. 
A TE Launches Tennis Program . 
ATE, Asspciation of Te11nis 
Enthusiasts, is sponsoring two 
Winter Tennis programs for law 
students, spouses, and faculty 
members. 
Beginning December 9th, 
running until February 16, 1974, 
will be a ten week session of 
evening tennis. For $35.00, the 
program guarantees 1½ hours of 
tennis for ten weeks, including 
full use of the facilities available 
at the Buffalo Tennis Center, 
where the program is located. 
Program membership is limited to 
a first-come basis. Membership 
applications are being accepted 
now. Sign-up list is loCated ·in the 
first floor student lounge. 
An aftefnoon tennis program is 
available for open time tennis play 
any time Monday ,through Friday 
between 12 noon ' and 3 p.m. at 
the BTC. A special rate of $3.00 
per hou·r for singles or doubles is 
the cost. 
For information on the ATE 
programs, call 882-2845 late 
evenings, and weekends, or leave a 
message for Pearl Tom on the 
Student Message Board. 
A " play -a ll -t he-tennis-you­
want11 evening is being planned 
for all interested law students, 
Faculty Meeting Notes 
The monthly faculty meeting held in room 210 on Wednesday, 
November 7, proved to be a long one in which some of the items 
scheduled on the agenda were not reached. Discussion on the proposed 
security system for O'Brian Hall was so long and heated that no vote 
was reached . The problem will hopefully be resolved at the next 
meeting. 
Professor J. Hyman, chairman of the Long Range Planning 
Committee, delivered a report on long-range plans for the law school. 
(Stud_ent members of the committee are Terry DiFilipp() and Debbie 
Brodnick.) While the Committee is not yet ready with a complete 
report, Hyman said, it has come to several tentative decisions, "usually 
not unanimous." Among them: the professional program should move 
_ away from the development of specific subject areas, and towards the 1development of introductory lecture courses in the second and third 
years, followed by more limited and intensive courses; and the 
development of an experimental first year section shou ld be examined. 
The Proposed Integrated Professional Practice Training Program, a 
previously distributed plan for implementing clinical studies at the law 
school , was discussed. After a straw poll to evaluate general faculty 
response, it was referred back to the APPG for further review - in 
accordance with usual procedure on such issues. 
The faculty endorsed Provost Schwartz ' proposal that a full -time 
placement officer be hired, and endorsed the Provost 's nominee for the 
new position. It is hoped that the new Placement Officer will be 
working before the Christmas Break. 
Finally, the faculty reaffirmed the present grading system after 
some dispirited discussion marked by strong statements from the 
student members to the point that the present system seems to workII 
very well , and is endorsed by the student body. 
I 
,i C 
spou ses, and faculty members. At 
a date to be announced, the tennis 
even ing. will feature singles and 
doubles tournaments, free playi ng 
time, full use of BTC faci lities, 
including sauna, bar, and lounge, 
and refreshments and general 
socializing. This event will be 
open to tennis enthusiasts of all 
levels and non-tennis enthusiasts. 
Jury Selection 
Experiment 
by Kay Wigtil 
Today's jury system has been attacked as being prejudiced in favor 
of the prosecution and only representing a small sample of the com­
munity. The pitfalls of the present jury system have been the subject 
of many studies, which reveal that a combination of procedures blend 
to produce conservative, middle class, white middle-aged male jurors 
who are not inclined to believe a person is innocent until proven 
guilty. 
To combat the inherent inequalities of the jury system, a group of 
sociologists has developed a system of jury selection which has proven 
to be effective towards balancing the scales of justice. 
Sociologist Jay Schulman, in an article called 11 Recipe For A 
Jury" (Psychology Today, May 1973, p. 39) describes the jury selec• 
tion process used in the Hairisburg Conspiracy Trial (The Berrigan 
case). and which has been subsequently used for the Gainesville 8, 
Ellsberg, and Camden draft raid trials. At the present time, the same 
system is being applied to the selection of jurors by the defense team 
for the Attica trials. 
The goal of the process is to provide the attorney with demogra• 
phic information about the region from which the jurors will be drawn 
so that he will have more than his intuition to rely on "uring the voir 
dire. 
In the Attica cases, Schulman's system begins to compi le this data 
by breaking down the population of Erie County by race, ethnic 
groups, sex, age, occupation, and education. The same is done for the 
list of registered voters who form the jury pool. Comparison of the 
data from these surveys may result in a successful challenge to the 
county 's jury selection process. 
The ne'xt step is a telephone survey of a random sample of the 
jury, pool to obtain specific information about their attitudes as they 
may relate to the defendants in the Attica case. This is followed by 
face to face interviews with a smaller sample of the same group. The 
questions give the defense team knowledge of what media has the 
strongest influence on the community, their knowledge of the defen­
dants and the facts surrounding the case, and political attitudes as they 
would relate to the trial. This information is obtained through ques­
tions about trust in government, ages and activities Of children, reli­
gious attitudes and commitments, and spare time activities, among 
others. 
From this information, the -1best" and <I worst" jurors are defined 
according to the responses. For example, the ideal juror in Erie County 
may be a Black Catholic woman with a college education. Each of the 
demographic characteristics is given a rating according to how favOr­
.ab/e or unfavorable it will be.' During the voir dire , the attorney will 
ask the panel members questions which will reveal their demographic 
background, and the prospective juror will be rated accordingly. 
Once the selection process has narrowed the number of possible 
jurors down to a workable size, the defense obtains as much informa• 
tion as possible about each individual. This is done through interviews 
with neighbors, friends, employers, etc. This 11 community network," 
as Schulman calls it, can provide crucial information-about what kind 
of juror the particular individual will be. · 
,-----,.------------------~---------------
Turn of the Screw 
by Ian DeWaal 
In the next two weeks a num­
ber of things are going to move in 
the Law School. First, the Finan­
cial Aid Office will be moving into 
Room 303. The office I am cur· 
rently in will become the ·Admis­
sions Office (Room 3()9). Also, all 
the official bulletin boards of the 
school will be moved into the se­
cond floor cafeteria area. These 
include Placement, Financial Aid, 
Student Notices, and Registrar. 
Class Notices will remain on the 
second floor. This move will hope­
fully ease communications by put­
ting all information in a central­
ized, highly utilized area. As far as 
the cafeteria is concerned, Food 
Service has indicated that they 
w i II be operation~! either the 
week before or the week after 
Thanksgiving. Sj,ring vacation has 
been moved to conform with the 
res( of the Univers ity. Recess will 
now be from March 18 through 
March 23 instead of March 25 
through March 30.
... 
Seniors in particular should be 
awa re that there is no longer an 
averaging rule in the school. In the 
past, students who received an F 
in a course did not have to make 
up credit hours if they received an 
H in the same semester. This is no 
longer the case. Any student who 
receives an F must make up the 
credit hours to fulfill credit re­
quirements for graduation. 
Students who are planning to 
drop a course should do s0 as 
soon as possible. SARA, the com­
puter registration system, has 
been known to fail under the last 
minute swamp of drop-cards. In 
order to assure the proper drop of 
a course, it is advisable to give 
yourself as much lead time as pos­
sible to allow for the correction of 
foul-ups. On a related matter, if 
you haven 't picked up your final 
class card yet, please do so. This is 
the only way to make sure you 
are properly registered. 
... 
I will be helping out with 
pl acement for the next couple of 
weeks, including the scheduling of 
interviews. If you want an inter• 
view, please contact me in Room · 
303. I will have the placement 
. books. In order to all eviate any in­
convenience, I will be adding Fri­
day office hours from 10:30 to 
3:00 during the time I work with 
placement. Please note that the 
Federal Summer Jobs Bul/etln is 
now available as is the National 
Bar Examiner. Please contact me 
for copies. 1 
For those of you who are loo­
king .ihead, it is almost time to 
start applying for financial aid for 
next year. Applications will be 
available from the Financial Aid 
Office in December. The appropri­
ate form must be filed with the 
College Scholarship Service by 
February 1, 1974, and the appro­
priate Form U B must be filed 
with the University by March 1, 
1974. 
Associate Professor Al Katz is 
currently under consideration for 
full Professor. A list of students 
randomly selected from his past 
classes has been posted on the 
Student Notice bulletin board still 
currently on the third floor. If 
you are listed, you are requested 
to pick up evaluation forms "from 
the Provost's office. Any other 
students who would like to com­
ment on the proposed promotion 
should write a letter to the Pro­
motion and Tenure Committee. i 
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J½.D Chapter 
· Activated 
by Skip Hunter 
The Carlos C. Alden Chapter of Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity, 
International is the only recognized professional fraternity at the 
SUNYAB School of Law. At present, it consists of 12 active members 
and is headed by Justice James Mcleod. 
PAD has 112 active chapters, more th~n any other law fraternity 
in the world. Almost 3,000 law students become members of PAD 
every year ~ithout restriction by reason of race, col9r, creed or sex. 
The Chief Justice of the United States, Warren E. Burger, is a PAD 
member as is Mr. Justice William 0. Douglas and retired Justices 
Charles Whittaker, Arthur Goldberg and Tom Clark. 
PAD is an international organization having chapters domiciled in 
Canada and Puerto Rico. It was thC first law fraternity to develop a Iife 
insurance program designed to give its members maximum protection 
at lowest costs; the first to develop disability income insurance 
programs for its members; and the first to sponsor receptions for 
members attending the annual convention of the ABA. 
PAD is the only law fraternity which sends its national quarterly 
publication to all members for life , at no charge, and sponsors and 
finances District meetings for its members. These meetings serve to 
encourage the interchange of ideas and professional programs. 
PAD awards fifteen $500 scholarship grants each year~to student 
members of the fraternity, and is presently engaged in a program to 
enlarge its Endowment Fund so that more funds may be made 
available for loans, scholarships, etc., to its members. It pays more 
convention expenses of active and alumni delegates to the National 
Biennial Convention than does any other law fraternity. fAD publishes 
a Directory every five years which is distributed to alumni members ln 
good standing free of charge, and it sustains more professional 
activities than does any other law fraternity,. with 100% of all initiation 
fees returned for student member benefits. 
This year, PAD will conduct its international convention ir'l 
Toronto, Ontario. In addition, PAD hopes to sponsor the following 
professional seminars: a panel discussion on the New Y.ork State Drug 
Law with representatives of the Erie County Bar and a member of the 
Erie County Sheriff's Department; a symposium on Pre-Paid Legal 
Services; a symposium on New York State's no-fault Insurance Law 
which begins in Febru3.ry, 1974; and· lectures by leading local and 
national members of PAD. 
Professor W. Howard Mann is the faculty-advisor to PAD. 
Applications for membership can be .secured in ioam 10 (behind 




Buffalo Legislation Project has commenced to work on three new 
· projects. 
Gerry Schultz, a second year student, is heading a team which will 
work towards the passage of a county ordinance prohibiting disposable 
bottles and cans. 
Reformation of §447 of the New York State Election Law is the 
subject being pursued by another new research team led by third year 
student Timothy Toohey. 
A third team is working closely with the New York State Eminent 
Domain Commission on various aspects of legislation being prepared 
for the coming legislative session. This team, led by third year student 
John Levi and including second year students Pam Hellman and Ray 
Stapell, recently visited the Commission's headquarters in Syracuse to 
coordinate their efforts with those of the Commission, and are being 
advised by James Magavern, Erie County Attorney and a former 
counsel for the Commission. Magavern is a part•time faculty member 
at Buffalo Law School. 
Projects previously commenced are progressing well, and some 
should be completed before Christmas Break: 
Anyone interested in participating in projects already begun or 
new projects cortlmencing next semester should visit the BLP office at 
room 505, or call extension 2147 (636-2147 from outside O'Brian 
Hall). 
Law Wives News 
Bring a canned good to school on November ~O. to d_onate l~ the 
Salvation Army. The Student Law Wives Assoc1at1on IS holding a 
canned goods drive and will trade a delicious home-baked good for a 
can. 
"We are aeeply interested in ways to help others, but try to 
choose means best suited for the busy law wife," explained Mrs. 
Michael Paskowitz President. 'We feel this canned goods drive is a 
way j~ which th~ entire law community can give of itself easily, 
effortlessly and yet meaningfully." . . 
The Student Law Wives Association is involved m many charitable 
as well as social projects. On their list of charitable endeavors can be 
found service to the West Seneca State School, and the Erie County 
Penitentiary . Social Events include parties, informal coffee hours, 
family ice gatherings and events scheduled for children. On the 
educational side are; also mini-lectures given by law professors as well 
as an in-depth look at most court proceedin.g~. . . . 
Any interested law wi~e is welcome. to JOm.:,s organization. 
LSD Suninier Sojourn 
The Law Student Division of 
the American Bar Association 
held its annual meeting this sum­
mer from ,August 5th to 8th in 
Washington, D. C. Marty Miller 
represented the Student Bar Asso­
ciation and student body as a 
member of the House of Dele­
gates. I attended as an Editor of 
OPINION . 
Much of the business of the 
Law Student Division transacted 
in the course of the convention 
was formal and routine. Resolu­
tions were offered and passed, 
by-laws were instituted and elimi­
nated, and a new LSD President 
was elected. The election of a liew 
President was the true focus of 
the Delegates' sojourn, with heavy 
campaigning and causussing the 
order of the day. The election was 
completed on the final day of the 
convention, when Howard Kane, a 
student from Brooklyn Law 
School, became the current LSD 
leader. 
The LSD also sponsored a vari­
ety of informative speakers and 
panel discussions, which proved 
much more interesting and valu­
able to the unpolitic than the 
Former Attorney General 
Clark spoke of the challenges 
waiting for us to graduate. Citing 
the Warren Court as his exemplifi­
cation of adherence to the Ameri­
can Ideal .. social responsibility, 
moral leadership, and republican­
ism, Clark noted the efforts of 
that era to improve the lot of op­
pressed people under the system, 
and enumerated those who now 
need to receive similar dedication · 
from lawyers: Eskimos, the re­
tarded, Indians. Speaking in the 
swelter of Watergate Summer, 
Clark urged young lawyers not to 
abandon government service. 
Among the p'anel discussions 
offered by the LSD were sessions 
on the lawyer's role in the search 
for peace in Southeast Asia, ra­
cism in A~erican law, and many From Left: Jack Landau, WIiiiam Ruckelshaus, Richard Schmidt, Jr. 
ormer Attorney General Ramsey Clark 
by John Levi 
others, too many for one to 
attend. Outstanding from the 
crowd was a discussion on free• 
dom of the press. Jack C. Landau, 
a report.er for the Newhouse 
Newspapers chain and a leader of 
the Reporters Committee for 
Freed om of the Press, moderated 
with the overwhelming responsi­
bility to act responsibly, he que~ 
tioned whether any power should 
be allowed to operate without 
conscious safeguards from within 
or without. Ruckelshaus refused 
to advocate governmental control; 
he limited his arguments to ques-
a panel consisting of then-Deputy 
Attorney General William 
Ruckelshaus; James Goodale, gen-
eral counsel for the New York 
Times; and Richard Schmidt, Jr., 
general counsel for the American 
·work of the House of Delegates. 
Scheduled luncheon anp dinner 
speakers included Professor Alex­
ander Bickel of Yale, Ramsey 
Clark, and a former director of 
the prison system of North Caro­
lina. Professor Bickel never made 
it, but the other two did, provi• 
ding interesting meals for the 
mind. 
tioning the press' relative lack of 
accountability in ' the new role it 
plays as newsmaker. 
Goodale responded directly to 
Ruckelshaus' remarks, saying that 
he believes the press is account· 
able only to Truth, and that is the 
standard by which it has been and 
must be judged. Mr. Schmidt then 
recounted· tht recent court deci­
sions affecting the press; and the 
panel elucidated the issues being 
litigated in Caldwell and other de­
cisions. 
While the LSD provided 
enough for One to do, the ABA, 
which concurrentlY held its an­
nual convention, put on a horde 
of activities involving every area 
of the law. Remarks were made 
by prominent lawyers from Chief 
Justice Burger to Governor Carter 
of Georgia. Sessions were held to 
examine the difficult issues pre­
sently confronting lawyers in all 
phases of practice. 
One could not ·begin to do all 
the things available in the short 
time of the convention; and I was 
disappointed that the SBA could 
not send as many interested stu• 
dents as possible to participate in 
a wider range of activities than 
one person was able to do. The 
opportunity to learn about any of 
the myriad areas of legal practice 
should not be passed up when it is 
offeredj and although next year's 
convention is scheduled for Hono­
lulu , no student should miss a 
closer chance when it is available. 
Society of Newspaper Editors. 
Ruckelshaus led off the debate 
by citing the Pentagon Papers con­
troversy and other recent news as 
evidence of the growing power of 
the press as an independent actor 
(contra commentator) in the new 
new politics. Charging the press 
• •• 
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Halloween Party: The first floor lounge clock nears the witching hour of4pm as students and faculty throng 
to celebrate both the 31st ofOctober and the return ofProf. Ken Joyce to his teaching duties. Phot o by 
Buffomonte. 
Will Sport Survive? 
by Skip Hunter 
The Shysters are no more, at 
least as far as IM league football 
co mp e titi o n for 1973 is 
concerned. This powerful squad, 
often referred to as the O'Brian 
Refugees, was ejected from the 
4 :30 Independent league grid-iron 
circuit by order of the SA/GSA. 
Apparently , th e reason was the 
fa ilure of team members to cough 
up $10 each for an athletic fee 
card which is good for the entire 
academic year. But why must we 
now pay money for the use of 
recreation and intramun.l facilities 
whereas in the past our student 
fees covered this? In other wor<fs, 
why doesn't our student fee cover 
the Athletic Program at Clark 
Hall ? 
Bill Monkarsh, the program 
director and coach of the varsity 
baseball team , tells me that this 
year the mandatory student fees 
for und ergrad s and graduate 
students were raised so as to cover 
th e in c id enta l costs of the 
pr ogra m : gro und skeepe r s, 
equipment repair and supply, 
payment of the referees, etc. The 
professional schools were left to 
decide whether they wanted to 
allocate a certain percentage of 
their pre-existing student fee 
schedule to the program or to 
raise t heir fees to cover this cost. 
The Dental School has complied 
by employing the latter method 
whereas the Medical and Law 
Fisher 
continued from page 5 
Fisher supplied statistics show­
ing the dramatic change in federal 
hiring in the Johnson years and 
the Nixon years. 
The surplus of educated people 
is apparent in the field ofl aw, 
too. In 1970, there were 280,000 
practicing lawyers in the l:.J nited 
~ta les, and 100,000 law students. 
He noted in an aside that even as 
the numbers of law students have 
increased greatly, the quality has 
also gone up . Boston U. law stu­
dents today have higher aptitude 
scores than Harvard Law students 
had in 1967; and only 15% of the 
U. Odc:aao law students of ten 
years ilO could get in there today. 
Fisher expressed a hope that 
law schools will in the future have 
a areater dlvenlty than tticy have 
now, expandlna: around the con­
cept of law anci acting as a law 
center. ':ie pv, a few examples, 
Schools have not. And as a resul t , 
either the $10 per person fee must 
be paid o r all athletic facilities and 
participation in the IM program at 
tJB are o ff limits to us. 
The Student Bar Association 
has not as yet decided whether to 
raise our student fees. This issue 
will come up for discuss ion in the 
next several weeks. ~A/GSA have 
approved a fl at fee of $500 to 
cover t h e l aw sc hool' s 
pa rticipation in the program. 
Thanks to the strong lobbying 
efforts of Pearl Tom and Dick 
Maigret, the necessary funds fo r 
this endeavor were allocated by 
the Budget Committee of the 
SBA . But even though the 
committee's decis ion is not final 
until voted o~ by the SBA, we 
anticipate no problems in getti ng 
this piece of legislation passed. 
So even though the Shysters 
did not fare too well in football 
thi s season, the 11 People, 11 our 
Cinderella basketball team, are 
riding out the storm, holding onto 
the hope that the money will be 
appropriated shortly. Thus far , 
they have entailed no problems 
and look to 1973 to be a banner 
year . 
With their front-liners Carl 
Hawkins and Ed Jones racking the 
boards and co llecting 22 points 
between them, the Lucky Stiffs 
sq ueezed by the' People in their 
basketball game here on Monday 
ni ght , November 5th, 36-32, 
before 30 screaming and visibly 
such as teaching paralega ls, police, 
co llege undergraduates, and law 
school graduates. 
Fisher addressed himself to the 
question of why there are not 
more people in governmeni, and 
what universities can do about it. 
He saw the solution as getting tal­
ent into government, rather than 
giv ing more ·training to people 
headed towards government. 
Fisher contrasted different 
types · of graduate schools, and 
came up with the conclusion that 
law schools have an edge on pub­
li c ·policy schools, business, and 
schools of political science in pro­
viding this talent for government. 
In law .schools, analytical thinking 
and the abi lity to isolate issues are 
developed. Lawyers are used to 
meeting deadlines, he said, while 
scho lars seem to be inclined to· 
ward the opposite view: the long­
er the time given to research, the 
closer one arrives to ~he truth. 
in toxicated spectators at Clark 
Hall gym. · 
l,i a contest marred by two 
Peo ple sta rters di squalified on 
fouls and another for shoving 
Referee Steve Shapiro, the Lucky 
Stiffs m oved o ut to a 
commanding 1-0 lead in the tough • 
independent division. 
Such a tournament-futu ie team 
as the "Stiffs" needed some help 
to win, and they got a large 
measure of it from 10 personals 
called against the People. 
"We were hurt bad ly when our 
center Glenn Lefebvre got into 
such a foul fix a ll on low inside 
calls," sajd "People " coach Dick 
Maigret. "He was ineffect ive on 
defense after that, and Hawkins 
took advantage of the smaller men 
who switched on him." 
Hawkins had lifted the Lucky 
Stiffs from a 16-11 lead at 
halftime into an 8-poi nt margin 
when Reed ·Cosper, who led the 
People to a second place berth in 
last year's overall standings, was 
ejected with 6: 10 left in the 
second half. 
"S ti a piro didn 't see what 
happened," said Cosper. 11 He 
called me for pushing off when I 
was the one who was pushed. " 
Unfortunately, Reed pushed 
the referee as he protested the 
ca ll . With his departure, the 
People never got · closer than three 
points as the "Stiffs,' 1 in the last 5 
minut es, built up their small 
margi n Of victory. 
Businessmen, being engaged in the 
private sector of the economy, do 
not sec the public interest side of 
issues, while lawyers are trained to 
sec the other side of the question 
and arc more ab le to appreciate 
the public interest side o f prob­
lems. This indicates that lawyers 
are perhaps better suited fo r work 
in gov e rnm e n t than business 
sc hoo l grad'uates and political 
sc ientists. 
On the debit side, Fisher fe lt 
that the legal profession had some 
drawbacks for work in govern­
men . The fi rst drawback he 
called 11 care, " assert ing that law­
yers are unable to delegate respon­
sibilities, feel ing themselves too 
personally responsible for their 
work. Lawyers are jtlso deficient 
in economics, Fisher fe lt. But, on .,. 
the whole, the legal profession, 
rela tive to other profess ions, has a 
favorable position for work in 
government in the 1970'i · 
Novembe r 20, 1973 
Alumni Line 
by Earl Carrel 
Isn' t it amaz ing how quiet things are now that the elections are 
over? Congratu lations to our many alumni who were re-elected, elec­
ted, or somehow moved up in the recen t ballotting. To those who were 
nominated1 but not elec ted, we're sure you will have more success in 
the future. 
... 
As the North (or as it is now officia ll y designated Amherst) Cam• 
pus develops, more buildi ngs or parts of buildings are being named, 
and the Law School is certai nly getting its share of the honors. 
The Administration and Services Building, scheduled for comple­
tion in la te 1975, will be named for George 0 . Crofts, a professor at 
the Law School from 1904 to 1925. Professor Crofts, who also served 
as Registrar and Secretary of the Liw School during his tenure, was 
instrumental in the development of the library and in the reorganiza-
tion of the business and financfal structure of the school. · 
The Faculty library and the courtyard at O'Brian Ha ll have been 
named to honor Philip Halpern, '23. Judge Halpern joined the facul ty 
in 1925 and continued to teach until 1953. He served as Acting Dean 
from 1943-1946 and as Dean 1946-47. His election to the New York 
State Supreme Court in 1947 did not stop him from teaching and he 
·even consented to serve another term as Acting Dean 1952-53 while on 
the bench. Only his appointment to the Appell ate Division in 1953 
forced him to leave the facul ty. 
... 
Crucian S. Messi na, '38, has been appo inted Erie County Com• 
missioner of Jurors. 
. . . ' 
Samuel L. Green has been named to an interim appointment to 
Buffa lo C ity Court. Judge Green will se rve until the end of 1974. 
Kenneth A. Cohen has been appointed an Assistant United States 
Attorney for the Western District of New York: 
... 
Susan L. Bloom, '73, Is clerking for Judge John T . Curtin in U.S. 
District Court in Buffalo. 
David A. Sands, '73, is clerking for the Appellate Division, Fourth 
Department in Rocheste r. 
Michae l Sawicki , '73, is clerking for Judge Matthew J . Jasen, '39, 
or"the New York Court of Appeals in Albany. 
Crossword' 
Puzzle ----
by G.1ry Muldoon 3S. John, James, and campus figure, 
37. Registered nurse, abbr. 
ACROSS 38.--facto. 
I. For law students, aft er•school hurdle. DOWN 
8. Learn from printed matter. 
9. Erie-Lackaw.inna's type of road. ' 1. Superseded Plessy v, Ferguson , shortened . 
10. Paper ar t. 2. Air (comb. form). 
12. Mr.Abe1. 3. Au lre; poetic. 
14. 23 .8%of the )ludcn ts here. 4. ·•-- Night," longtime soaper. 
15. Parasitic Jnse ll ts. 5. Provide with weapons. 
16. Economic Opportunity Act ; abbr. 6. Normal the plg. 
17. How Liston did .in Patterson . 7. OllandGrace. 
18. Bills' group, abbr. 11 . Analogy . 
19. -- judic.i la , 13. A&P'sldea. 
2 1. Sandwich. 20, MacDonald '~ refrain. 
23, The way Jimi and Janis died. 22. Anlscptic man. 
2~. Yiddish expreuion: var. 24. Prosecutor or haircu t; abbr. 
27. One's glove, thrown down. 2S. Communis1 Hal l. 
29 . The analysis o f a precious ore. 28. British pokeys. 
31. Directs. 30. Canned meat . 
33. "Read The Problem," he said shortly. 32. What you help ge t Cho1r1ie off of. 
34. Kind of COUrl . 36. Spanish yes. 
